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HBCDO Statement regarding the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the .

1: Implementation of UN Declaration on the RIP’s
2: The right to self-determination of IP’s in globe and mainly , the Namibian
Government .
3: Ongoing Covid-19 , IP’s and Namibia Government .
4: The rights of Indigenous child .

Implementation of UN declaration on the Rights of the Indigenous Peoples

HBCDO would like to emphasize that , the only assistance for Namibian Hai-//om San
IP’s . would be that Expert Machanism would interfere , within the very dangerous
situations of the Government and HBCDO and designated traditional leaders , to
comply with UN declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples of Namibia ever-
since last years vitual meetings of Expert Machanism . The Namibian Government
has strengthen the Discrimination in all forms against Hai-//om San IP’s no assistance
during this serious time of Covid 19 , none assistance even in the form of fund or
material eg blankets , sanitizer , Mask , health relief food .

Hai-//om San IP’s are totally not having any right to self-determination . It is obvious ,
If Namibian Government should have comply with the International or UN
declarations , convenants , which Namibian Government has violated for 30 years of
UN assisted Namibian Independence . Hai-//om are totally not have representation
in Government and is suffering a lot .

Hai-//om San children doesn’t have any assistance from the Government , Thus the
drop outs are increasing . And therefore Hai-//om San children are subjected to
discrimination .

HBCDO , Finally would make friendly request to Expert Machanism , or cultural
survival to engage and negotiate the disposession , displacement , Traditional
recognition as Traditional chief , and community like all the tribes chiefs are
recognised , due to the violation to Namibian constitution , Traditional leaders act
and in general , no respect and compliance to UN declaration on the rights of IP’s.
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